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Abstract. Inverse dynamics is an essential tool for biomedical applica-
tions. Machine learning, in particular, may offer an alternative to classi-
cal Newtonian physics to improve computational efficiency. Here we will
combine machine learning algorithms for real-time transformation from
recorded motion capture of human reaching movements into applied joint
moments. The main focus in this project is on real-time estimation of
joint moments, i.e. with a maximum processing delay of 2ms. The devel-
oped algorithm will be used as part of a physics engine that describes
the neural control of human motion and decodes movement intent in
individuals with neural damage.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of Computer Science into the world of sensorimotor systems
uncovers many opportunities for human motion analysis. Not only can it have
many applications in different fields, but it can also give insights into how the
brain and muscles interact ’in-depth’. It is possible because mathematical model-
ing of the most complicated questions can create insights in research. Developing
an algorithm that can solve the inverse kinematics and further inverse dynamics
is important as it can help to decode the movement intent in individuals with
neural damage.

The task of solving the inverse dynamics and inverse kinematics is not new,
but it still has a lot of things to improve. There are different approaches to the
solution of the problem: using the geometric, algebraic, and iterative models.
Speaking of the inverse kinematics task formulation it is: the mapping between
the Cartesian space and the joint space [12]. In the field of robotics, a com-
mon inverse kinematics problem consists in finding the mapping between the
end-effector of a manipulator (task space) and the corresponding joint angles
(configuration space) [6].

The most common and accurate technique used for it is representing humans
as a kinematic chain. Furthermore, the task of efficiently solving the model in-
verse kinematics requires different strategies.
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When applied to human modeling, more challenges arise as human kinematics
is redundant and has many degrees of freedom (DoF) [6], and multiple muscles
move each joint [8].

The numerical solution is needed because the calculations or algorithms for
inverse kinematics are used in different physics engines and robotics control tasks
[6]. While used in simulations and robotics tasks, the solution of inverse kine-
matics requires real-time processing, unlike traditional non-linear optimizations.

The goal we set for the project is to achieve high accuracy and real-time or
faster speed in estimating joint kinematics tasks. In different tasks and methods,
real-time is defined differently. In some researches it is stated that a real-time
system has a delay of less than 75ms [1]. However, for the task that we set, we
need as little delay as possible because the system will be used for the numerical
integration of the equations of motion describing human musculoskeletal motion
and in the world of living things, a small delay is crucial. The system will work
in the physics engine and 2ms is the requirements of the engine. So we set a task
of achieving a delay of 2ms or less.

In general, there are two major characteristics of the problem. We can go
either for estimation accuracy and lose speed - this is closer to the offline cal-
culations, or we can compute fast but resort to generic models or great simpli-
fications. As our task is demanding for both parameters, we need to develop a
system that will be highly optimized and still show near-offline accuracy. In the
research, it is important to discover how far we can go in optimization without
losing the accuracy for estimating generic models or non-approximate solutions.

The solutions are often specific to certain parts of movement. For example
the solution for the arm movement cannot be utilised to estimate leg joints
angles, because the approach is segment specific. Some solutions like OpenSim [7]
generate discontinuity, because they treat the movement as an array of separated
movement snapshot and each of them has no information about the previous or
the following snapshot. Some of them do estimation of joint angles and moments.
And the most accurate of the algorithms are not real-time.

This paper consists of several parts. In section 2 there is the review of the
relevant works. Section 3 explains the task in more details, including the require-
ments to the solution. Section 4 discusses the impact of the research, the further
intentions in the research and generalises the goals of the project.

2 Related Works

The following is a review of the most relevant articles that approach the problem
from different angles and provide different solutions.

2.1 OpenSim and Real-time inverse kinematics and inverse
dynamics for lower limb applications using OpenSim

Here we will review two parts. The first one is a general overview of the state of
the art musculoskeletal modeling framework, and the second one is the review of
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[4]. This is the c++ library with API for many tasks, including inverse kinematics
and inverse dynamics [7].

The Inverse Kinematics Tool from OpenSim separates the movement into
timesteps and analyses the frames. For each frame, the Tool positions the model
in a pose that ”best matches” experimental marker and coordinate data for that
time step using a sum of weighted squared errors of markers and coordinates [3].

OpenSim [4] uses a model that solves inverse kinematics and dynamics with-
out using approximations or generic models. They do the analysis using 2000 fps
with a delay of less than 31.5ms. To do so, the OpenSim team connected to the
Vicon motion capture system and computed in real-time. They also compared
RT and offline calculations and showed that the result is similar in joint angles
and moments.

The authors used different thread pools for computations and took advantage
of multiprocessing in general.

OpenSim uses filtering that improves the results but adds to the delay. They
used constraints in movement with many bodies to decrease degrees of freedom,
leading to a closed-loop mechanism. Constraints increase the model’s complexity,
thus increasing the delay in solving inverse kinematics problem and making it
impossible to use in real-time. The hardware used allows 12 threads, but multi-
threading did not show an increase in throughput.

Delays appeared in different stages of calculations: marker reconstruction
and labeling, filtering, calculation of inverse kinematics, and data transmission.
The delay that can be improved by tweaking the algorithm - is the delay in
inverse kinematics and dynamics processing. The delay is affected by the chosen
accuracy. Also, a crucial thing to consider in optimization is the time delay
introduced by the filter. This one depends only on the selected cut-off frequency.
This optimization approach only works for cyclical movements (walking) and
cannot be used in other cases.

Considering all this, OpenSim created a generic solution that can be used to
analyze any task. The application relies on streaming data in real-time.

2.2 Forearm Motion Tracking with Estimating Joint Angles from
Inertial Sensor Signals

The team used a tri-axis accelerometer and gyroscope sensors (inertial sensors)
and used 3d digital forearm for feedback tracking. The extended Kalman Filter
was used to estimate three joint angles: pitch, roll, and yaw angle, and to de-
noise the signal and improve the estimation. Two different Kalman Filters were
developed - one for the gyroscope signals and the other for the accelerometer
signals. The created filter resulted in x, y, z-axis, and pitch and roll angles (an-
gular velocities). The obtained data was then used to control the digital version
of the forearm. The control angles are expressed as a rotation matrix [2].
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2.3 Model-Based Real-Time Motion Tracking using Dynamical
Inverse Kinematics on SO(3)

This paper describes the development process of motion tracking algorithms that
validate the inverse kinematics method performance on human and humanoid
models in static and dynamic conditions. The method used is the integration of
differential kinematics using distance measurement on SO(3), for which the con-
vergence is proved using Lyapunov analysis. It is tested on a human-humanoid
scenario that verifies the computed solution’s usability for real-time robotics
applications. The approach is evaluated according to the accuracy and compu-
tation load and compared to optimization algorithms simultaneously. The main
focus was on time-critical applications of algorithms [6].

The article presents an approach for highly accurate humanoid models (in-
cluding humans). Authors use a dynamic inverse kinematics optimization ap-
proach. The strategy is to use a rotation matrix parametrization for the angles
of joints of the human model where none of the sub-bodies (called links) are
constant. The convergence was proved by the method using Lyapunov theory.
The tests were performed both on models and robots. The experiment’s models
were composed of 23 physical links connected by rotational joints with multiple
DoFs. Additional components were performed on the iCub humanoid robot.

Two metrics described the accuracy of calculations: one for velocity targets
(root mean squared error (RMSE)) and another for orientation targets (mean
normalized trace error (MNTE).

The accurate results were achieved using optimizations, like the instanta-
neous optimization methods to solve the inverse kinematics at each time-step.
The idea of this approach is to assign a weight to each of the targets. This ap-
proach’s performance decreased as the task becomes more dynamical. Another
optimization was dynamical optimization. Its orientation error is mostly com-
parable with instantaneous optimization. The dynamical optimization keeps the
computation time constant and has fast convergence. These approaches used
here can be useful in optimizing inverse kinematics models to achieve real-time
computations.

2.4 Modeling musculoskeletal kinematic and dynamic redundancy
using null space projection

Unlike the previously reviewed articles, this one used pure linear algebra to ad-
dress the human musculoskeletal system’s structural redundancy in both kine-
matic and dynamic terms [8]. Although the solutions presented here are not
real-time, it is useful to consider them in the research.

The team proposed muscle space projection and the muscle forces’ compu-
tation for arbitrary movements and proved it highly usable in modeling and
controlling of tendon driven robots.

This work’s importance is that authors extended the kinematic and dynamic
relationships using the null space notion, thus removing some assumptions about
the model. The primary study focus was on the redundancy effect and abundance
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of DoFs. The study focused on muscle co-contraction that results in the same
joint movement. This opened many opportunities to model the musculoskele-
tal system using the notion of null space and additional calculations (like the
calculation of the feasible solution space), which allowed other analyses.

Paper introduced the muscle space projection where the controlled quanti-
ties are muscle lengths and derivatives, but it is very difficult to construct the
muscle length. Also, many redundancy factors were identified and included in a
closed-form solution to enable feasible muscle forces calculations. This approach
opened a solution for finding a null space structure and satisfying the muscles’
physiological constraints. Although this method is highly accurate, the compu-
tational complexity is cubic with respect to the number of muscles. In modeling
highly complicated movements, the mentioned approach is impossible due to its
complexity. The study showed an approach to reveal the coordinations in the
motor system. The study revealed many tools that can help investigate joint-
muscle relations. The article also showed how the variability in the nature of
the musculoskeletal system could lead to the misinterpretation of the results if
ignored.

We find this study important as it shows us that if there is no simplifications
the models can be very accurate.

2.5 Real-time Deep Learning of Robotic Manipulator Inverse
Dynamics

The previous articles’ review showed that modeling physics-based systems is hard
or even impossible with traditional linear algebra methods. However, there is a
potential workaround that involves machine learning, especially deep learning.
The algorithm uses the methods of self-organized learning, reservoir computing,
and Bayesian inference. The result shows that the method can adapt to changes
that happen in real-time significantly better than the other state of the art
algorithms. [5] To enable the adaptation of the model, it should use streams
of data. The algorithm introduced is dubbed Principal-Components Echo State
Network (PC-ESN). The approach used was similar to reinforcement learning
that requires feedback from the action and the correction of the trajectory based
on this feedback.

The model works as follows: the desired joints’ location and velocities and
accelerations are given to the algorithm, which estimates the required torques.
Those torques are examined and corrected by the feedback controller. The feed-
back torques are a linear combination of the manipulator’s actual position and
velocity, weighted by error constants. And after these torques are applied, the
resulting sensor measurements are used to train the algorithm further.

As a result, the proposed deep neural network uses only the sensory data to
do the action and train the algorithm simultaneously. The generalization ability
of PC-ESN is similar to state of the art. Its accuracy increases with the increase
in update frequency. The PC-ESN converges well in both noisy and noise-free
environment.

The summary of all approaches are shown in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of the results of some of the reviewed articles

Article Approach Metrics Computations speed

OpenSim with RT [4] OpenSim adapted to
multithreading and RT

(RMSE)
between offline
and real-time
joint moments

less than 31.5ms
of delay

Forearm Motion Tracking [2]
Two Kalman filters:
(for the gyroscope
and the
accelerometer signals)

controlled the
movement of the
digital forearm

not mentioned

RT Motion Tracking
on SO(3) [6]

The integration of
differential kinematics
using distance
measurement on SO(3)

RMSE
for velocity targets
MNTE
for orientation targets

300ms

Modelling with null space [8]
Extending the kinematic
and dynamic
relationships using
the notion of null space

equations solutions not real-time

DL on inverse dynamics[5]
A deep learning
algorithm
that uses
self-organized learning

nMSE less than 0.6 ms

After reviewing related works, we can say that the presented approaches lack
either a real-time implementation or not usable in the physics engine modeling.
As the physics engine has many requirements: we cannot allow discontinuities
in the solution, where the angle can be treated ambiguously, and the solution
must converge in 2ms or less. All the presented models are specific to the part
of the body and do not present a generic solution.

3 Problem Setting and Approach to Solution

3.1 The problem outline

The review of related works showed how many-sided the problem is. Because the
task set to us is to improve the existing algorithm, we do not need to develop
all the applications from scratch. We will already get data from motion capture.
Those data would be coordinated and rotation angles. So it is the first constraint
that our research gets. As we cannot change the method of motion capture used
and the data format, we should concentrate on improving the algorithm. As
mentioned before, the primary constraint on the algorithm is its low latency.

Because of this requirement, we cannot use approaches with high compu-
tational complexity, as was described in [8]. Ideally, the solution must have a
constant computation time meaning that the algorithm we develop must use the
advantage of optimizations, especially the dynamical optimization from SO(3)
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[6] or use a different approach that has low latency like OpenSim [4] or develop
a deep learning model.

3.2 The research questions and the specification of the problem

We currently have an algorithm that solves joint torques, but we need a real-
time algorithm that will estimate the joint angles from motion capture data.
Moreover, the solution must be generic and not specific for a part of the body.
This means that the algorithm must estimate joint angles for arm movements
and leg movements without the need to change the equations.

The setting of the experiment is the following. There is a set of markers for
motion capture. There are at least three markers on one segment. Those three
markers set a local coordinate system (a segment coordinate system) that should
be translated into the global coordinate system. The task has two parts, and the
result of that task might enable one to solve one additional task.

The first task is to get the joint angles of connected segments. The problem
is to estimate marker location on the local coordinate system of the rigid body.
The rigid body can be defined as an idealized solid physical body, in which
the distance between any two internal points stays the same as the body moves
around. (see Fig. 1). Those markers on the segment will define a local coordinate
system. After we have done this, the task is to determine the segment’s position
in the real world Cartesian coordinate system. Once the markers’ local position
is mapped into the world coordinate system, we can determine the angle between
the two bodies connected by a joint, thus obtaining the joint angle. (see Fig. 2)
The calculation of angle between 2 local coordinate systems is a trivial linear
algebra task that requires the rotation matrices. However, the makers’ location
on the segment and mapping their local (relative to segment) positions is not
trivial and requires complicated computations. The actual calculation of joint
angle should be computationally fast and take as little time as possible, thus
requiring a novel approach to the task.

The second task is to track how those segments rotate in space. In detail, it is
a task of tracking the orientation of local coordinate systems in the global coor-
dinate system every time step. If we can do so, we can calculate the joint angles
every time step. If it is successful, we can proceed to joint torques estimation.

3.3 The Approach

We need to start with estimating joint kinematics from markers with machine
learning. The calibration of markers is the transformation from markers to joint
angles. The next step is to use these inverse angles to compute joint moments. As
shown in the reviews, there are many solutions from motion to forces, but they
all solve the inverse kinematics problem, determining joint angles from recorded
movement.

While reviewing, it became clear that deep learning can be used to solve
the inverse kinematics problem directly, and we find it extremely promising. As
we have many data that can be used for training the model, we can develop
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Fig. 1. This is the arm can be represented int the model. Here it consists of segments
(or rigid-bodies)

Fig. 2. It is a general view of how segments are treated in space. The yellow dots
represent the markers for the motion capture. Here are the segment coordinate systems
(joint spaces) and the world coordinate system (Cartesian space). Knowing the location
of the segments in the world coordinate system allows us to determine the angle between
two segments easily
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and evaluate the model on the test data and later on use it to compute the new
data from motion capture. Here must be mentioned some important information
about the machine learning methods and, in particular - deep learning. Although
the model might take a while to train, the predictions from it are made pretty
fast. So we can move the latency of computations outside the algorithm and thus
speed up the actual joints angles estimation. Another important thing about the
task is that although joint angles can be varied and joints themselves have many
DoFs, their movements have patterns like described in closed-loop movement
[4]. Moreover, neural networks usually predict accurately from the data they
encountered during training. So, the main task for us will be to sample the data
correctly so that most patterns will appear in the test set.

To evaluate the model, we will need the baseline, which can be achieved
offline, and here we can use highly accurate computations disregarding their
complexity. As we already have the proprietary algorithm, it can be used as a
baseline, but we can develop a linear algebra solution for the evaluation.

Obtaining Training Data We have a model developed with MATLAB and
Simulink, and Simscape Multibody [9,11,10] that we can use to generate the
virtual markers on the rigid body. The model can also provide us with the joint
angles and use them as ground truth for our development. Using this artificially
generated data, we can create a generic solution for all parts of the human body.
We will achieve this by providing different simulations made on all possible joints.

Obtaining Testing Data As we get our model trained on the artificial data,
we will test it on real data. Real data means that we will use the provided motion
capture system to record a real person’s movements.

Desired error rates and metrics The error rate for joint angles needs to
be less than 1% of error. This is important because the error in joint angle
calculations impacts an error in dynamics calculations significantly. Moreover,
the goal is to develop an algorithm that later can be used in joint dynamics
calculations.

While training the machine learning model, we will use RMSE metrics to
calculate the offset of the estimated marker position from the real one.

Also, we will model how the error on the inverse kinematics will influence the
inverse dynamics. We have a model that can approximate errors in the inverse
dynamics problem using the inverse kinematics error.

We will evaluate our performance on how well it works with the physical
engine we have.

General research plan All this results in the research plan that consists of
the following stages:

1. Sample data for model training in such a way that it covers typical move-
ments and allows the model to be generic.
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2. Create a baseline that is accurate enough so it can be used for evaluation.
The Simulink model will be used for it.

3. Create a model and tune hyperparameters using sampled data. After this,
select the best model that performs the best, using the set metrics. We will
start from model with simple architecture and adjust it according to the
results.

4. Test the model performance and apply optimizations to achieve a prediction
delay of less than 2 ms.

Timeline to Completion This is how we plan the work.
January 2021 - generate the dataset using the Simulink model. Implement sim-
ple machine learning methods and evaluate them.
March 2021 - implement deep learning solution, tune parameters, measure per-
formance, and speed.
April 2021 - optimize the solution, test it with the physics engine, improve the
performance.
End of April 2021 - make final edits to the paper and prepare a presentation.

4 Summary and Future Work

4.1 The Impact

Solving this problem with decent accuracy and computation speed will have
much impact both on further research.

1. Our research will improve the VR representation. (see Fig. 3) At this point
in time, the VR representation of the algorithm is a stick model, and there
is a need to improve it. We have a well-working approximation of the joint
angles; we can show the body’s viewed part more realistically.

2. Our solution will help in the research and development of more advanced
problems and enable more practical experiments in the research of how mus-
cles work and how to improve the life of people with injuries.

4.2 Further research

Depending on the achieved results, we can move from simple joint kinematics into
the dynamics, which adds inertial transformations (Newton’s laws). A similar
approach to dynamics can be made.

If the calculations are insufficient accuracy, we can use another approach and
adopt the reinforcement learning technique. As [5] showed a deep learning model
that looks very similar to reinforcement learning, we can go further and use this
approach by training the agent thought the policy and interaction with the
environment. The environment can be the observed joint angles and velocities;
the reward can be given to the model if it is close to the target, and the model
can be ”punished” by moving farther from the target.

Both deep learning and reinforcement learning might show promising results,
although reinforcement learning might take longer to develop a good agent.
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Fig. 3. A. It shows how the arm model can be viewed in VR. The green sphere is the
target, the yellow - it is the fingertips; the stick model represents the arm. The triangle
connected to the fingertips is the hand. The next triangle is the arm, and the line is
the upper arm. B. Shows how the markers (yellow dots) are located on the human.

4.3 Conclusive Remarks

The project’s goal is to determine if it is possible to develop the data science ap-
proach to solve the inverse kinematics problem in the set environment. The task
is constrained by both the previously created algorithm and the requirements
for speed and accuracy. We plan to determine how well the different machine
learning algorithms can solve the problem and provide a report. We expect to
develop a fully functional algorithm that will be fitted well into the given re-
search workflow. This approach can be later applied to animating avatars with
forces and improving the quality of object interactions in virtual reality.
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